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Dolfin Parts Washing Machines are manufactured for more than 
40 years. It has delivered more than 5,000 standard or specially          
designed parts washing machines to its customers in more than  
30 countries on 5 continents.
Dolfin manufactures in full compliance with CE / EAC / Ghost      
certificate directives in accordance with the World standard 
ISO-9001 quality management system.

Dolfin, with its experience of Parts Washing Machines;
By using advanced spraying and ultrasonic washing techniques, 
with standard and special design parts washing machines;
 - Automotive and Service Industry,
 - Construction Machinery Industry,
 - Medical Industry,
 - Defence and Weapons Industry,
 - Bolts and Fittings Industry,
 - Metal Plating Industry,
 - Energy Industry-manufactured all parts are cleaned from 
oil, grease, burr and contamination to serve our customers.
 
The design philosophy of Dolfin Parts Washing Machines bases on 
the cleaning effectiveness, energy efficiency and long life of use. 
As a brand, our first priority is to protect both the environment and 
human.  

Dolfin - Industrial Parts Washing Machines
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Top Loading Turn Table Parts Washers

Scroll Parts Washing Machines

Rotary Table Sensitive Washing Machines

Ultrasonic Type Washing Machines

Coveyor Type Parts Washing Machines
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DOLFİN-LYM1 series parts washing machines are industrial purposed parts 
cleaning devices that are used before and after revision, particularly in repair and 
maintenance services.
While the parts that are placed in the device are rotated on their own axis by means 
of the washing basket, pressurized detergent hot water is sprayed. With the 
pressure, temperature and chemical effect, all oil and contamination on the part is 
cleaned.
Since Dolfin Parts washing machines operate as closed loop, new water and new 
detergent are not used every time. While washing is performed for several times 
with the same tank, all the dirt remains in the washing cell. With this feature, it 
protects both nature and employees. Due to its high efficiency and performance, 
saves energy, water and labour.
 It works automatically in accordance with the temperature and time values that are 
set during operation.

DOLFİN-LYM2 series parts washing machines are industrial purposed parts 
cleaning devices that are used before and after revision, particularly in repair and 
maintenance services.
While the parts that are placed in the device are rotated on their own axis by means 
of the washing basket, pressurized detergent hot water is sprayed. With the 
pressure, temperature and chemical effect, all oil and contamination on the part is 
cleaned.
Since Dolfin Parts washing machines operate as closed loop, new water and new 
detergent are not used every time. While washing is performed for several times 
with the same tank, all the dirt remains in the washing cell. With this feature, it 
protects both nature and employees. Due to its high efficiency and performance, 
saves energy, water and labour.
It works automatically in accordance with the temperature and time values that are 
set during operation.
In order to load, particularly the heavy items into the washing basket or to remove 
them from the basket, the washing basket can be taken on a carrier trolley, in other 
words, from the device when required. It can be transferred to any point of the 
workshop with this trolley.

UTILIZATION FIELDS

These devices are used for parts,
- Cleaning oil/Burr and contaminants on the surfaces,
- Removing the stain on Metal Surface,
- Cleaning the surfaces before welding.

Some of the industries where LYM2 Series parts washing machines are 
used are as follows;

- Automotive spare Parts Production Factories,
- Machine and part manufacturers,
- Medical Parts and Device manufacturers,
- Automobile Repair and Maintenance Services
- Work machines Repair and Maintenance Services,
- Bus Maintenance Services
- Truck and Heavy Vehicle Services,
- Motor Revision and Rectification Services
- Industrial Factory Maintenance Units
- Military Maintenance Units,
- Public Maintenance Services
- Technical Training Institutes

Top Loading Turn Table Parts Washing



Certification in Compliance With CE Standards
 AISI 304 L/ 1.4301 Stainless Steel Main Body

 AISI 304 L/ 1.4301 Stainless Steel Tank
AISI 304 L/ 1.4301 Stainless Steel Pump

Board w/Failure Alarm
Strengthened Washer Basket

Side Driven Washer Basket
Stainless Steel Removable Nozzle

Dual Filtration System
Stainless Steel in Pump Suction

Resistance with Steel Heater
Water Level Protection

Heat Protection
Timer

Full Protection Against Electric Shock
Emergency Stop Button Small Parts Basket

Operating Temperature up to 90 Degrees
Highly Resistant Special Gasket on Pump

Stripeless Cover Construction
Cover with Damper

Cover with Mechanical Lock
Design with Easy-Maintenance
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AISI 304 Stainless Steel Washer Basket
Steam Relief Unit

Electronic Interlock
Disc Type Oil Scraper

Digital Indicator
Precise Filtration

Drying Unit
Body Heat Insulation

AISI 304 Stainless Steel Washer Basket
Steam Relief Unit
Electronic Interlock
Disc Type Oil Scraper
Digital Indicator
Precise Filtration
Drying Unit
Body Heat Insulation

LYM2LYM1



UTILIZATION FIELDS

DOLFİN-PYM1 series parts washing machines are industrial purposed parts cleaning 
devices that are used before and after revision, particularly in repair and maintenan-
ce services.
While the parts that are placed in the device are rotated on their own axis by means 
of the washing basket, pressurized detergent hot water is sprayed. With the 
pressure, temperature and chemical effect, all oil and contamination on the part is 
cleaned.
Since Dolfin Parts washing machines operate as closed loop, new water and new 
detergent are not used every time. While washing is performed for several times with 
the same tank, all the dirt remains in the washing cell. With this feature, it protects 
both nature and employees. Due to its high efficiency and performance, saves energy, 
water and labour.
It works automatically in accordance with the temperature and time values that are set 
during operation.

DOLFİN-PYM2 series parts washing machines are industrial purposed parts cleaning 
devices that are used before and after revision, particularly in repair and maintenance 
services.
While the parts that are placed in the device are rotated on their own axis by means of 
the washing basket, pressurized detergent hot water is sprayed. With the pressure, 
temperature and chemical effect, all oil and contamination on the part is cleaned.
Since Dolfin Parts washing machines operate as closed loop, new water and new 
detergent are not used every time. While washing is performed for several times with 
the same tank, all the dirt remains in the washing cell. With this feature, it protects 
both nature and employees. Due to its high efficiency and performance, saves energy, 
water and labour.
It works automatically in accordance with the temperature and time values that are set 
during operation.
In order to load, particularly the heavy items into the washing basket or to remove 
them from the basket, the washing basket can be taken on a carrier trolley, in other 
words, from the device when required. It can be transferred to any point of the 
workshop with this trolley.

These devices are used for parts,
- Cleaning oil/Burr and contaminants on the surfaces,
- Removing the stain on Metal Surface,
- Cleaning the surfaces before welding.

Some of the industries where PYM2 Series parts washing machines are 
used are as follows;

- Automotive spare Parts Production Factories,
- Machine and part manufacturers,
- Medical Parts and Device manufacturers,
- Automobile Repair and Maintenance Services
- Work machines Repair and Maintenance Services,
- Bus Maintenance Services
- Truck and Heavy Vehicle Services,
- Motor Revision and Rectification Services
- Industrial Factory Maintenance Units
- Military Maintenance Units,
- Public Maintenance Services
- Technical Training Institutes



Certification in Compliance With CE Standards
 AISI 304 L/ 1.4301 Stainless Steel Main Body

 AISI 304 L/ 1.4301 Stainless Steel Tank
AISI 304 L/ 1.4301 Stainless Steel Pump

Board w/Failure Alarm
Strengthened Washer Basket

Side Driven Washer Basket
Stainless Steel Removable Nozzle

Dual Filtration System
Stainless Steel in Pump Suction

Resistance with Steel Heater
Water Level Protection

Heat Protection
Timer

Full Protection Against Electric Shock
Emergency Stop Button Small Parts Basket

Operating Temperature up to 90 Degrees
Highly Resistant Special Gasket on Pump

Stripeless Cover Construction
Cover with Damper

Cover with Mechanical Lock
Design with Easy-Maintenance
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UTILIZATION FIELDS

These devices are used for parts,
- Cleaning oil/Burr and contaminants on the surfaces,
- Preparing surface before painting,
- Removing the stain on Metal Surface,
- Cleaning the surfaces before welding.
Some of the industries where KBN1 Series parts washing machines 
are used are as follows;
- Automotive spare Parts Production Factories,
- Machine and part manufacturers,
- Medical Parts and Device manufacturers,
- Weapon and Ammunition Manufacturers,
- Work machines Repair and Maintenance Services,
- Bus Maintenance Services
- Truck and Heavy Vehicle Services,
- Motor Revision and Rectification Services
- Industrial Factory Maintenance Units
- Military Maintenance Units,

DOLFIN- kbn1 series parts washing machines are used before and after revision in repair 
and maintenance services, particularly for the purpose of washing parts that are larger in 
size and heavy. In addition to the revision workshops, it is also used for cleaning the 
surfaces before assembly or packaging in businesses and factories that manufacture 
parts in masses.
 
Motor and parts of construction machines are special devices that have been designed for 
larger sized and heavy parts such as power plant turbines.

While the parts that are placed in the device are rotated on their own axis by means of the 
washing basket, pressurized detergent hot water is sprayed. With the pressure, tempera-
ture and chemical effect, all oil and contamination on the part is cleaned.

Since Dolfin Parts washing machines operate as closed loop, new water and new 
detergent are not used every time. While washing is performed for several times with the 
same tank, all the dirt remains in the washing cell. With this feature, it protects both 
nature and employees. Due to its high efficiency and performance, saves energy, water 
and labour.

It works automatically in accordance with the temperature and time values that are set 
during operation.

In order to load, particularly the heavy items into the washing basket or to remove them 
from the basket, the washing basket can be taken on a carrier trolley, in other words, from 
the device when required. It can be transferred to any point of the workshop with this 
trolley.



Oil Scraper (Disc Type)
Automatic Tank Discharge Unit

Precise Filtration
Drier

Acidic Washing Application
Automatic Tank Filling

min
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DOLFIN-KBN2 series parts washing machines are used for the purpose of washing 
the parts, which are also larger in size and heavy, requiring rinsing, passivation or 
another process, particularly after washing.  While it is desired to have no oil and other 
contaminants on the surface before assembly or packaging at the businesses and 
factories manufacturing parts in masses, it may also be necessary to remove the 
washing chemical used in the 1st stage from the surface of the part according to the 
utilization areas of the part. For this requirement, rinsing or a similar implementation 
in 2nd step is compulsory.
Our KBN 2 series parts washing devices are special devices that contain more than 
one tank and/or bath.

While the parts that are placed in the device are rotated on their own axis by means of 
the washing basket, pressurized detergent hot water is sprayed. With the pressure, 
temperature and chemical effect, all oil and contamination on the part is cleaned.

After the washing process and following the direction of the washing chemical to its 
own tank, the rinsing operation starts in the 2nd tank.

If desired, the 3rd tank can be added and another function is added after rinsing.

Since Dolfin Parts washing machines operate as closed loop, new water and new 
detergent are not used every time. While washing is performed for several times with 
the same tank, all the dirt remains in the washing cell. With this feature, it protects 
both nature and employees. Due to its high efficiency and performance, saves energy, 
water and labour.

The device automatically completes the loop in accordance with the values of the 
washing parameters that have been entered from the control panel before operation.

All processes are carried out with specially-prepared programs along with PLC.

In order to load, particularly the heavy items into the washing basket or to remove 
them from the basket, the washing basket can be taken on a carrier trolley, in other 
words, from the device when required. It can be transferred to any point of the 
workshop with this trolley.

UTILIZATION FIELDS

These devices are used for parts,
- Cleaning oil/Burr and contaminants on the surfaces,
- Preparing surfaces before painting,
- Removing the stain on Metal Surface,
- performing phosphate processes,
- Cleaning the surfaces before welding.
Some of the industries where KBN2 Series parts washing machines 
are used are as follows;
- Automotive spare Parts Production Factories,
- Machine and part manufacturers,
- Medical Parts and Device manufacturers,
- Automobile Repair and Maintenance Services
- Work machines Repair and Maintenance Services,
- Bus Maintenance Services
- Truck and Heavy Vehicle Services,
- Motor Revision and Rectification Services
- Industrial Factory Maintenance Units
- Military Maintenance Units,
- Public Maintenance Services



Oil Scraper (Disc Type)
Automatic Tank Discharge Unit

Precise Filtration
Automatic Tank Filling

Vapour Exhaust Unit
Cascade System Between Warehouses

AISI-304 Stainless Steel Main Body
AISI-304K Stainless Steel Tank

AISI-304 Stainless Steel Electro-Pump
Electrical Resistance Heater

Mechanically Driven Washer Basket
PLC Controlled

Touch Screen Control Board
Prescription Feature

Basket Positioner
Temperature Controller

Timer
Trolley

Tank Level Protection
Infrared Hand Protection

Dual Filtration
Cover with Pneumatic Piston

Steam Relief Fan
Emergency Stop Button

min



Scroll Parts Washing Machines 

These devices are used for parts,
- Cleaning oil/Burr and contaminants on the surfaces,
- Removing the stain on Metal Surface,
- performing dephosphate processes,

Some of the industries where VDL Series parts washing machines are 
used are as follows;
- Bolt manufacturers,
- Screw Manufacturers,
- Nut Manufacturers,
- Washer Manufacturers,
- Fittings Parts Manufacturers,
- Coupling manufacturers,
- Automated parts manufacturers,
- Automotive spare Parts Production Factories,
- Machine and part manufacturers,
- Medical Parts and Device manufacturers,
 

UTILIZATION FIELDS

DOLFİN- VDL series Drum (Spiral) parts washing machines are used particularly 
for the purpose of cleaning small parts that are manufactured in large quantities 
and in bulk.   
The materials that are poured from the inlet part of the spiral drum in the device 
are directed towards the outlet part of the drum with the spirals inside the drum. 
While the drum moves in its own axis according to the set rotation speed, it 
subjects its parts to, respectively, washing (degreasing), rinsing, passivation and 
drying processes (varies per the model). Since these processes are sequential and 
continuous, all processes are completed quickly and effectively within a single 
device. Full penetration is ensured by pressurized spraying and dipping effects in 
each section.   
It is a very functional model of us that is used particularly for washing the bolts, 
nuts, washers, or such small parts, fittings, nipples, couplers and fittings that are 
processed in CNC and automated machines in high quantities.  
 Regardless of the metal type of the parts to be washed, they are fully compatible 
with steel, brass, aluminium copper or stainless steel materials. 
Since Dolfin Parts washing machines operate as closed loop, new water and new 
detergent are not used every time. While washing is performed for several times 
with the same tank, all the dirt remains in the washing cell. With this feature, it 
protects both nature and employees. Due to its high efficiency and performance, 
saves energy, water and labour.
The device continuously operates in accordance with the values of the washing 
parameters that have been entered from the control panel before operation. 
Parts that come out of production in bulk can be loaded into our device in 3 
different manners.

1. With Vibrating Loading Chamber,
2. With Lift Conveyor,
3. By coupling to our Customer's existing system,
Do not hesitate to contact for more information.



AISI-304 Stainless Steel Main Body
AISI 304 K Stainless Steel Tank

AISI-304 Stainless Steel Electro-Pump
Electrical Resistance Heater

Mechanically Driven Washer Basket
Tank Heat Insulation

Tank Level Protection
Dual Filtration

Automatic Washing Cycle
Emergency Stop Button

Digital Indicator
Drier

Adjustable Drum Speed
Temperature Controller

Oil Scraper (Disc Type)
Automatic Tank Discharge Unit

Automatic Part Loading
Precise Filtration

Automatic Tank Filling
Vapour Exhaust Unit

Cascade System Between Warehouses

hour



UTILIZATION FIELDS

These devices are used for parts,
- Cleaning oil/Burr and contaminants on the surfaces,

Some of the industries where RTS Series parts washing machines are 
used are as follows;

- Automotive spare Parts Production Factories,
-Aircraft Part Manufacturers
- Machine and part manufacturers,
- Medical Parts and Device manufacturers,
 - Automobile Repair and Maintenance Services
- Weapon Manufacturers

Dolfin RTS series Rotational basket washing machines are compact parts washing 
machines that are used for precise and high level cleaning of small and complex 
surface parts and that are problematic to wash.

The parts that are placed in the washing basket through single positioning and/or 
in the form of bulk are first sprayed in the device as to have the alkaline chemical 
washing liquid reaches every point of the parts with high pressure. Then, the 
washing cell is filled with this liquid and the contact of the parts with ultrasonic 
sound waves is ensured. Therefore, through thin-section detail points, internal 
holes and channels are cleaned at a high level.

In such process, the basket is rotated in the vertical axis and the spraying and 
ultrasonic effect is penetrated to every point of the part.

At the end of this process, while the washing liquid is directed to its own tank, the 
same process is applied for rinsing and/or for liquids in the other tank. 

Parts which contact with liquids terminates are completely dried with pressurized 
hot air and vacuum processes.

All the processes that described are completed within a single cell in accordance 
with the washing parameters that have been entered in the control panel along with 
PLC. The sequential application of spraying, dipping and ultrasonic effect in the 
same cell is very important particularly for enabling precise parts reach the 
targeted cleaning criteria at the highest level.

Rotary Table Sensitive Washing Machines



AISI-304 Stainless Steel Main Body
ISI 304 K Stainless Steel Tank

AISI-304 K Stainless Steel Electro-Pump
Electrical Resistance Heater

PLC Control Unit
Touch Screen Control Board

Tank Level Protection
Dual Filtration

Automatic Washing Cycle
Emergency Stop Button

Drier
Adjustable Drum Speed
Oil Scraper (Disc Type)

Steam Relief Unit
Tank Heat Insulation

Automatic Tank Discharge Unit
Automatic Part Loading

Acidic Washing Application
Automatic Tank Filling

Precise Filtration
Manual Loading Table

Vacuum Drying
Ultrasonic Washing Unit

Oil Separator Unit



ULT Ultrasonic Type Washing Machines,

These are our devices that perform washing process with the help of high 
frequency sound waves that are generated by special devices called Transducers 
in a tank filled with washing liquid.

While the ultrasonic waves move through the liquid, creates a micro-corrosion 
effect on the hit surfaces. This corrosion, technically known as cavitation, 
provides an excellent physical effect for parts that have fine and precise points. 
Washing chemical type, liquid temperature and application time are the main 
parameters of the effective washing process.

It is an ideal washing type for intricate and fine perforated parts group.

In this group, we have a range of devices with a volume of 4-8-12-28 lt that are 
described as desktop.
 

UTILIZATION FIELDS

These devices are used for parts,
- Cleaning oil/Burr and contaminants on the surfaces,
Some of the industries where ULT Series ultrasonic parts washing 
machines are used are as follows;

- Automotive spare Parts Production Factories,
- Aircraft Part Manufacturers
- Machine and part manufacturers,
- Medical Parts and Device manufacturers,
- Jewel and jewellery,
- Weapon Manufacturers,
- Optic and Eyeglass Companies

Ultrasonic Type Washing Machines





Dolfin KNV series conveyor belt washing machines are parts washing machines 
that are used for the washing of mass manufactured parts.

The parts that are placed at the inlet point are moved towards the outlet point of the 
device with a conveyor. The parts that are directed on the conveyor line are washed 
with high pressure by being sprayed with pre-washing, washing, rinsing and 
passivation liquids. At the end of the cleaning process, these parts are dried with 
pressurized hot air and discharged at the outlet point.

If desired, it can be integrated into the production processes, as well there are also 
robotic loading and unloading options.

While the entire device is operated as full automatic, all washing details are 
parametric. Cleaning at every desired level is ensured by means of spray nozzles 
that have been particularly designed according to the part geometry.

UTILIZATION FIELDS

Conveyor Type Parts Washing Machines

These devices are used for parts,
- Cleaning oil/Burr and contaminants on the surfaces,
Some of the industries where KNV Series parts washing machines are 
used are as follows;

- Automotive spare Parts Production Factories,
- Machine and part manufacturers,
- Medical Parts and Device manufacturers,
- Automobile Repair and Maintenance Services
- Weapon Manufacturers,
- Military Maintenance Units
- Food Production Centres
- Industrial Ovens,



AISI 304 Stainless Steel Main Body
AAISI 304 Stainless Steel Pump

Precise filtration
Steam relief unit

Conveyor Speed control
Emergency Stop Button

Heat Insulation

Oil Scraper (Disc Type)
Automatic Tank Discharge Unit

Automatic Part Loading
 Automatic Tank Filling

Vapour Exhaust Unit
Cascade System Between Warehouses
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